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Abstract

In this paper we show that the Lie-group Pin4 is isomorphie to thc semidireet
produet (SU2 x SUz) ~ Z/2 where Zj2 operates by flipping the factors. Using
this structure theorem we prove a classification theorem for Pin4-bllndles over
a finite 4-eomplex X.
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1 Introduction

Let G be a compact Lie group. The set of isomorphisul classes of principal G-bundles
over a topological space X is in o~e-to-one correspondence·to froe homotopy cla.·:;ses
from X to EG. The hOInotopy type of BG is determined by being the orbit spacc of
a free G action on a contractible space EG. This means that knowing the homotopy
type of the (k +1)-skeleton of B G translates the classification of principal G-bundles
over a finite k-complex X into calculations in obstrllctioll theory.

We llOW specialize to X being a finite 4-complex. The case G = SU2 is vcry
easy: The fact that thc 5-skeleton of B SU2 is S4 and Hopf's classification theorem
for [X, S4] iUlply that SU2-bundles over a four-complex X are in 1-1 correspondence
to H 4 (X; Z), the isomorphism given by the second ehern dass.

A. Dold and H. Whitney clarified thc case G = SOn' In [DW59] a general
dassification theorem for SOn-bundles is given in terms of obstruction theory. The
three dimensional case takes a particular nice fOrIn: 803-bundles over a 4-complex
are classified by the second Stiefel-Whitney dass W2 and the first Pontrjagin dass PI.
Moreover, every pair (W2,PI) satisfying PW2 == PI mod 4, where P is the Pontrjagin
square, is realized as classifying pair for some 803~bundle P ovcr X.

Let's Inove Oll to the case of a disconnected structure group. Thc case of G = 03
follows frmn the S03-case since 0 3 = 803x Z/2 anel therefore B03 = B803 x BZ/2.
In this paper we want to look at the Lie group Pin4, a double cover of 0 4, and will
give a dassification theorem for Pin4-bundles over a 4-complex.
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2 Clifford algebras, Pin and Spin

General setup

We'll give a brief review of the basics. A more detailed reference is chapter I in
[LM89]. Let (V, q) be areal vector space with quadratic form q. The Clifford
algebra Cl(V, q) is the algebra generated by all v E V and 1 subject to the relations
v· v = -q(v) ·1. We are particularly interested in the case V = !Rn and q±(v) = =f 1v 1

2 ,

and will write Cl; for Cl (!Rn , q±).
Pint is the subgroup of the multiplicative group of Cl; generated by elements

v E sn-I. Conjugation with an element v E !Rn t; Pin~ leaves !Rn t; Cl; invariant
and preserves q. Therefore we get a map

Ad:

where y E !Rn and a is the endomorphislll of Cl;' which extcnds v H- -von !Rn.
Ad is a twofold cover, [LM89, 1.2.10]. For v E !Rn Ad(v) is just tbe reflection at the
hyperplane perpendicular to v.

The preimage of SOn under Ad is called Spin~ and is the subgroup of Pin;
consisting of products of an even~lmberof v E sn-I. Since a( 4» = cjJ for 4> E Spinn
we see that restricted to Spinn Ad(cjJ) is just given by conjugation with cjJ E Spinn.
We will write Ad for the lnap Pin; ~ On given by conjugation, and thereforc

AdlSpinn = AdlSpinn'
Pin~ has a nontrivial one dimensional representation X : Pin; ~ Z/2 which is

given by extending V :;I v H- -1 to all of Pin;. We see that K er(x) = Spin;.
Since SOn is connected, 7rl (SOn) = Z/2 and both of Spin; are nontrivial cov

erings, we see that Spin~ alld Spin;; must be iSOlllorphic as groups and coverings
of SOn' Keeping the arnbiguity in mind we will from now on drop the superscript
and refer only to Spinn'

Spin4 and quaternions

Recall that IHI = !R (i, j, k) subject to the relations i 2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = -1. Thc
conjugate of a quaternion q = a + bi + cj + dk is given by q = a - bi - cj - dk, and
N(q) := qq defines a norm on H The group of unit quaternions, i.c. the 3-sphere,
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can be identified with SU2, in particular

. (0J= -1 (
0 i)

k = i ° .
Consider the map

J-.': SU2 X SU2 -+ GL4(R)
(p, q) I-t (x I-t pxq-l)

given by quaternionie multiplication. I-t maps into S04 since p.(p, q) is norm pre
serving and h&,; determinant 1. J-l defines a double cover of S04 and hence there is
an isomorphism q, : SU2 X SU2 -+ Spin4.

The structure of Pinn

The exact sequence of groups

1 -7 Spinn -7 Pin* ~ Z/2 -7 1

with n ;::: 3 splits via

{

ei
a( -1) =

el e2 e3

The center of Spinn is given by

in the Pint case,

in the Pin"i case.

lZ/2 =< -1 > n odd,

C(Spinn ) = Z/2 EB Z/2 =< w > ffi < -w > n == 0 IllOd 4

Z/4 =< w > n == 2 mod 4,

where w = el ... en is the volume element. We'll always assume that (eI,"" en ) is
an orthonormal basis of}Rn. Moreover if a± is any splitting element of the extension
above then a-1wa = (_l)n-l w.

Recall that for group extensions of the form

I-+N-+G-+Q-+l

with nonabelian N there may not be -unlike in the case wherc N is abelian- a well
defined operation of Q on N given by conjugation with a (set theoretic) seetion
Q -+ G. However any two choices for a seetion differ by an element in N which
induces an inner autOIllorphism of N. This means that there is a well defined
hOlllomorphism from Q to Out(N) = Aut(N)/Inn(N).

Since Spin4 9:" S3 x S3 we see that Out(Spin4) = Z/2. The higher dimensional
even Spin groups are siInple and looking at their Dynkin diagram we cau read of
their outer isomorphisms. The list for the dimensions divisible by 4 is

n=l

n=2

n;::: 3.
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Moreover, in all cases the automorphism dass is detected by the induced automor
phism of the center.

Now extensions N -7 G -7 Q with fixed homomorphism cP : Q -7 Out{N) are 
if there is any - in one-to-one correspondence to H 2 {Q; ON), where we view ON as
a Q Illodule, see [EM47]. Therefore we calculate

n odd

n == 0 mod 4

n == 2 nlOd 4.

Puttiug the infornlatiou together we see

Proposition 2.1 1J n == 0 IllOcl 4 then Pin;i and Pin;; are isomorphie as groups.

In general it might be quitc difficult to give a more concrete clescription of the
operation of Z/2 on Spinn than just saying that is is given by conjugation with a
split element. However for Spin4 this is very easy:

Theorem A Pint and Pini are botb isomorpllic to tbe semidirect product

wllere -1 operates by flipping tlle factars.

A ward of warning: The isomorphism between Pint and Pini is aue of Lie
groups and is not compatible with the projection to 0 4. Thercforc the obstructions
far the existence of Pint and Pini structures on a given 0 4 bundle are different
in general. However, since we are only interested in Pin4 principal bundles and
isomorphisIllS between theIn, we can drop the superscript again and refer to Pin4
as given by the semidirect product above.

3 Bundle theory

3.1 Spin4 bundles

The adjoint representation Ad : Spinn -7 SOn defines an associated SOn bundle
Pso for every Spinn bundle P. We denote the Euler and Pontrjagin dasses of
Pso by e{P) and pi{P) respectively. Thc isomorphisIll Spin4 ~ SU2 X SU2 implies
that B Spin4 ~ B SU2 X B SU2 ~ IHIPoo X lHIPoo . Recall that H 4(IHLPco; Z) ~ Z is
generated by C2{')') where r is the universal SU2-bundle. The homotopy dass of a
map J : X -7 BSpin4 thcrefore defines an ordered pair (a, b) E H 4 {Xj Z2) by pulling
back (C2 (7ri ')') , C2 (7r2')')) where 7r1/2 is the projection to the first and second factor.
Using the Borel-Hirzebruch formalisIll for charactersitc dasses oue calculates (see
[HH58])

Lemma 3.1 The charaeteristie classes a, band C,Pl 01 a Spin4 bundle are subject
to the relations

e = -a +b

4
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Combining Hopf's classification theorem for [X, S4) with the above lemma we see

Proposition 3.2 i) Two Spin4 principal bundles over a eompaet 4-eomplex X
are isomorphie iff their eharacteristie dasses (a, b) in H4(X; Z2) eoineide as
ordered pairs. Moreover, every ordered pair (a, b) can be realized.

ii) 1J H 4(X; Z) has no 2-torsion, then two Spin4 bundles are isomorphie iiJ their
Euler and first Pontrjagin dass eoineide.

iii) A Spin4 bundle over an oricnted 4-maniJold is eharacterized by its Euler- and
Pontrjagin number.

Moreover, thc pairs (e,p) whieh ean be realized are exaetly the ones satisJying
21p and 41(P + 2e).

3.2 Pin4 bundles

Let UB start by fixing some handy notation for weakly associated Pin4-bundles:

Lemma 3.3 Any Spin4-prineipal bundle with eharaeteristie classcs (a, b) is isomor
phie to P + Q, where P and Q are SU2-bundles with seeond Ohern class equal to a
and b, and P + Q := .6.* (P x Q), .6 : X '-7 X 2 is the diagonal. The weakly associated
Pin4-bundle has the Jorm

(P + Q) X Spin4 Pin4 ~ P + QIlQ + P

and right multiplication on the right hand side with an element (a, ß; €) E Pin4 is
given by

{
(pa, qß)

(P, q)(a, ß; €) = (qß, pa)

{
(qa,Pß)

(q,p)(a,ß;€) = (pß,qa)

€ = 1

€ =-1

€ = 1

€ =-1

Proof: A typical element of the LHS looks like [(P, q, a, b, e)] with p E P , q E Q
and (a,b,e) E Pin4. Moreover [(p,q,a,b,e)) = [(Ps-t,qt-1,sa,tb,e)] for all (s,t) E
Spin4. An element of the LHS thererefore has a unique rcpresentativc of the form
[(P, q, 1, 1, e)] for which we will write [P, q, e].

We now define llJ : LHS -r RHS by

{
(pa, qb)

«I>([P, q, a, b, el) :=
(qb,pa)

e = 1,

e =-1.

This is well-defined, and Olle checks that llJ is equivariant with respect to the
right nuI1tiplication with elements of Pin4 .on both sides. 0
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Lemma 3.4 The classiJying space BPin4 is homotopy equivalent to the JH[p00 x
IHIPoo bundle over RPoo given by the quotient

Proof: It suffices to give a free Pin4 right operation on a contractible space with
quotient as claiulCd. Think of 8 00 to be the unit sphere in JHIOO. Now define an action

(x, Y, z) (a, ß, f.) =

800 X 8 00 x 800

{
(xa-1,Yß-1,Z) f. = 1

(ya-t,xß-t,-z) f. =-1.

One easily checks that this is a free action with the right quotient. o

Before we can prove our classification result for Pin4 bundlcs we need two tech
nicallemIllas:

Lemma 3.5 Let X and Y be two connected CW complexes with basepoints Xo and
Yo· Y .2:t Y the universal covering. IdentiJy 1TdY, yo) with the group oJ covering
transJormations oJ Y. Let j, 9 : X ~ Y, f := 1T 0 j and 9 := 1T 0 g.

Then: J ~ 9 iff j ~ Q' 0 9 for some a E 1T1Y.

This can quickly be proved using covering spacc theory. On thc algebraic side we
have:

Lemma 3.6 Let X be a finite CW complex of dimension n, w : G := 7r1X ~ 7l/2
a nonzero map, H := K er (w) and A := Z [G/ H] considered as a G-module. Let
furthermore 1T : X W

~ X be the twofold covering associated to w with covering
transformation T. Then there is an isomorphism

q.* : H*(Xj A) ~ H*(XWj Z).

8ince ResH A ~ Z EI) 7l is a trivial H module, the map in cohomology induced by 7r is
given by

11"-
H*(Xj A) ~ H*(XWj ResuA) = H*(XWj Z EI) Z)

x r--+ (cp*x, T*CP*X.)

In particular 1T* is injective.

Proof: Recall SOIne facts frorn algebra: Ir H c G is a subgroup of finite index, M
some H -lnodule, N SOIne G-Illodule, then there is a natural isomorphisnl

<I>: Homc(N, HomH(ZG, M)) ~ HomH(N,M),
..... I....

=:Coind~M

see [Bro82, p.64]. In.our situation A = Coind)}Z, .where Z is the trivial H-module.
Now let Ni := Ci(X) be the chain complex of the universal covering of X, thought
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of as a G- and H-module. Sinee the isomorphism <P is natural it COInlnutes with
differentials, and so induces an isomorphism

as claimed.
To see the seeond claim note timt on eoehain level the map indueed by 1r is given

by

Homc(CiX,A) --+ HomH(Ci~jZffi'1.)
o M (<Po, <Po 07).

This implies the lemma since the differential on the right hand side respects the
direct surn decomposition given by Z ffi Z. 0

The Olle dimensional nontrivial reprcsentation of Pin4 defines a map Wl from
BPin4 to IRPoo . Thc corresponding characteristic class Wl (P) of a Pin4 bundle P is
cqual to the first Stiefcl-Whitney class of the associated 04 bundle Po. Using the eell
deeomposition of BPin4 given by 3.4 one calculates that H4(BPin; '1.-) =< e>~ Z.
Ir fp : X --+ BPin4 is the classifying map of P we set e(P) := fp(e) E H 4(Xj ZW 1P)
and call it the twisted Euler class of P.

Now let X be a cOInpact 4-complex and P --+ X a Pin4 prineipal bundle with
wdP) =: w. Let 1r : X W --+ X bc the twofold eovering corresponding to w, Then
1r* P lifts to a Spin4 bundle P and henee, by propsition 3.2, there are two classes
(a, b) in H 4(xw

j Z) which wc will call thc classifying pair of P.

Theorem B Let P and Q be two Pin4 bundies over a compact 4-eompiex X with
Wl(P) = wdQ) =: w. Thell P is isomorphie to Q ifftl1eir c1assifying pairs (ap,bp)
Clnd (aQ, bQ) eoincidc as unordered pairs in H 4 (XW j Z) .

• Jf w = 0 then every unordered pair (a, b) in H4 (X; Z) is realized.

• JE w f; 0 let 7 : X W --+ X W be tlle covering transformation. Tilen every
ullOrdered pair (a, 7*a), a E H 4(xw

j Z) is realized.

The c1assifying da.sses a, b of P are related to Euler- and Pontrjagin dass via

e(P) = -a + b, Pl (p) = 2(a + b).

Prüof: We do the case W = 0 first: In this case the classifying maps f p and
fQ lift to BSpin. Thc model for BPin implies that the covering transformation cP
operates as 'flip' on H 4(BSpinj Z) ~ Z EB Z. Thereforc if f : X --+ BPin4 lifts to
BSPin4 the classifying classes coincide as unordered tupel for every possible lift of
f. Now apply Lemnla 3.5 and Proposition 3.2.
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Now let w bc nonzero. Thc fibration BSpin4 --r BPin4 --r lRPoo inplies a
cOlnmutative diagram

Since Wl (P) = wt{Q) there is a homotopy H : X x I --r IRPoo connecting Wl 0 f p

and Wl 0 fQ. We try to lift this hOInotopy to BPin4. The obstructions for doillg
this on the i-skeleton of X are

Since 1[i(BSpin4) = 0 for i ~ 3 we see that H ean be lifted over thc 3-skelcton X(3).
Now let X W be the two fold covering of X associated to w. Under these eonditions

there exist lifts f p and fQ of 1[* f p and 1[* fQ to BSpin.

The preeeeding ease implies that 1[* fp :::::: 1[* fQ iff the classifying pairs of P and
Q eoincide as unordered pairs. The assumptions thcrefore imply that 1[* 04 = 0 E

H 4(xw
; 1r*1r4BSpin4)' But 1r4BSpin4 is as 1rI X-module isomorphie to Z[1r I Xj1r I X W

].

Therefore lemma 3.6 implies that

is injeetive. Henee 04 = 0 E H 4(X j 1r4B SPin4), and therefore f p :::::: f Q.

To see that ap = r*bp observe that the diagram

where t is the eovering transformation of BSPin4 over BPin4, is eommutative sinee
the 2-fold eovering X W --r X is the pullback of BSpin -+ BPin under f p. Sinee T*
flips the chosen generators a, b of H4(BSPin4; Z) this shows that

'(r* j*a, r* j*b) = (j*b, j*a).
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Since for w = 0 thc existence follows frOln the existence part of 3.2 we can restrict
ourself to the case w =f. O. To see that every pair {a, r* a} l a E H4(X W j Z), is realized
for some Pin4-bundle over X let Pa be the SU2-bundle with C2 = a and form the
Spin4 bundle Pa + Pr • a. According to lemlna 3.3 the weakly associatcd Pin4 bundle
P := (Pa + Pr•a) XSp in4 Pin4 is equal to Pa + Fr*a UFr•a + Pa· Since Pr•a = T* Pa
as SU2-bundles there is a luap T' : Fr*a ~ Pa covering T. To simplify notation we'll
write T' also for (T')-1 : Pa ~ Pr*a.

Having the notation set up we define an involution f on P by

f: Pa + Pr•a
(p, q)

U Pr· a + Pa ~ Pa + Pr· a
1-7

(q,p) 1-7 (T'q, T'p)

U Fr*a + Pa
(T'p, T'q)

This map is a Pin4 equivariant involution on P covering T on X W and flipping
the components of P. The quotient P/r is therefore a Pin4 bundle over X with
data (w, a, r*a).

The relation between (a, b) and Euler alld Pontrjagin dass follows from Lemma
3.1. 0

C orollary 3.7 Let H 4 (XW
; Z) contain no 2-tor8ion.

i) Two Spin4 btindles are isomorphie as Pin4 bundles iff PI eoincides and e

coincides up to sign.

ii) Two Pin4 bundles with Wl =f. 0 are isomorphie iiJ they have the same Wl and
their twisted Euler classes eoineide up to sign.

Corollary 3.8 Pin4 bundles over a nonorientable 4-maniJold X with Wl = wdX)
are classified by the absolute value oJ their Euter number.

Moreover, every number k ;::: 0 is reatized as Euter number Jor some Fin4 bundle
P.
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